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Two friends that struggled to get out of the game think they made it till the game pulls them back in. . . Trey
Young, black, and successful tired of going from one trick to another, playing at finding wifey. He survived
on the streets by always trusting his instincts, but when he meets Tracy a gangster princess who's not afraid
to put her game down and get grimmey when she has too, he sees that his instincts don't always tell him the
real. Ty Trey's homeboy struggles with people always assuming that he lives in Trey's shadow, which
normally he doesn't mind because it means that people don't know the real. When he meets up with Lea
again, an old friend that turns out to be the wifey he wants, he thinks his life is set. Until he thinks that she's
looking past him towards Trey too. When betrayal comes into play he's facing three choices, life in prison,
life on the run, or a life without Lea! Two friends who thought they knew everything about the game and
each other, find out they didn't know anything. They forgot to trust each other in a world where that's all they
could do. And it leaves both of them fighting for their lives from the game and from each other.
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From reader reviews:

Ana Jara:

People live in this new morning of lifestyle always aim to and must have the time or they will get great deal
of stress from both way of life and work. So , once we ask do people have extra time, we will say absolutely
yes. People is human not really a robot. Then we consult again, what kind of activity are there when the
spare time coming to you actually of course your answer may unlimited right. Then ever try this one, reading
publications. It can be your alternative with spending your spare time, typically the book you have read is
actually On the Grind.

Luis Ray:

On the Grind can be one of your beginning books that are good idea. We all recommend that straight away
because this guide has good vocabulary that can increase your knowledge in vocabulary, easy to understand,
bit entertaining but still delivering the information. The author giving his/her effort to set every word into joy
arrangement in writing On the Grind however doesn't forget the main stage, giving the reader the hottest
along with based confirm resource facts that maybe you can be one of it. This great information may drawn
you into fresh stage of crucial contemplating.

Charles Barton:

Are you kind of busy person, only have 10 or 15 minute in your morning to upgrading your mind proficiency
or thinking skill perhaps analytical thinking? Then you are receiving problem with the book as compared to
can satisfy your short time to read it because all of this time you only find publication that need more time to
be study. On the Grind can be your answer mainly because it can be read by anyone who have those short
spare time problems.

Irma Kellner:

A lot of publication has printed but it is unique. You can get it by online on social media. You can choose the
top book for you, science, comedian, novel, or whatever simply by searching from it. It is known as of book
On the Grind. You can include your knowledge by it. Without departing the printed book, it might add your
knowledge and make anyone happier to read. It is most significant that, you must aware about book. It can
bring you from one destination to other place.
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